Update

• Specification of “Election Algorithm”

• Step1. Collect the candidates of BDR. (Except the routers who declare themselves as DR.)

• Step2. Select the one who has the highest priority to be BDR. (Tie-break: Highest ip-address)

• Step3. Collect the candidates of DR. (Collect the routers who declare themselves as DR.)

• Step4. Select the one who has the highest priority to be DR. (Tie-break: Highest ip-address)

• Step5. If DR is null, the new BDR is elected to be DR. And repeat the steps, a new BDR will be elected.
• In case of DR fails and recovers

- By default, DR fails and recovers, “Old” DR sends hello packet with null DR and null BDR same as the other routers.

- So once BDR is elected to be the new DR, the new DR will not change even if “Old” DR recovers. When BDR fails, the “Old” DR becomes DR again.
• In case of DR fails and recovers

In case we want the “Old” DR to be elected as DR again, what shall we do?

• A configuration may be set in the “Old” DR.
• Once “Old” DR recovers, “Old” DR sends hello packet which DR is set to the “Old” DR itself. And “Old” DR has the highest priority.
• According to the election algorithm, compare the priority of existed DR and “Old” DR, “Old” DR will be elected to DR again.
• Any comments are welcome 😊
• Previous Slides
• When the DR becomes unreachable, it needs several seconds to elect a new DR.
• The multicast flow is interrupted for several seconds. It will influence the real-time applications such as IPTV, Network-Meeting.
• The maximum recover time may be 105 seconds, due to the default DR holdtime.
Problem Statement

• When new router comes in (RFC4601)

When a new router which have higher DR-priority comes in, the new router will become the DR and import multicast flow from upstream router.
• The multicast flow will switch to new DR from old DR.
• The real-time applications such as IPTV, Network-Meeting will be influenced.
How to reduce the recovery time of DR changing?
How to decrease the packets loss during the DR is changing?

• The DR should be stable, even if the new routers have higher priority.
• When the “old” DR is down, the new routers becomes DR as quickly as possible. The time that the new DR finds the failure of “old” DR must be more shorter.
• The new DR imports multicast flow from upstream routers as quickly as possible.
Solution

DR/BDR

• DR is the router which has the highest priority. But once DR is elected, new router which has a higher priority cannot replace the existed DR immediately.

• BDR is the router which has the highest priority except the existed DR.

• BDR monitor the existed DR by BFD. When the existed DR becomes unreachable, BDR should become DR immediately.

• BDR imports multicast flows from upstream routers in advance. But BDR will not forward the flows until the existed DR becomes unreachable.
When a new router which have a higher DR-priority comes in, the new router will send the hello packet in which DR and BDR are all set to NULL.

After the new router receives hello packet from DR, it will know that there is a living DR in the Ethernet, and it will follow the DR.

If all the router in the Ethernet find that the new router have a higher priority than the existed BDR, they will treat the new comer as a new BDR.
Solution Statement

• When a BDR is elected

When a new router is elected as BDR, it will join the multicast groups also like the DR.
The BDR will NOT forward multicast flows.
Solution Statement

• When a BDR is elected

  • BDR will monitor the state of DR.
  • When BDR notices that DR is down, BDR will take charge of the DR work.
  • BDR forwards the multicast flow to receivers immediately.
Thanks!